what is known already: To improve counselling, patient selection and clinical decision-making in IVF, a number of prediction models have been developed. These models are of limited use as they were developed before current clinical and laboratory protocols were established. main results and the role of chance: Thirteen variables were included in the final prediction model. For all cycles, these were female age, duration of subfertility, previous ongoing pregnancy, male subfertility, diminished ovarian reserve, endometriosis, basal FSH and number of failed IVF cycles. After the first cycle: fertilization, number of embryos, mean morphological score per Day 3 embryo, presence of 8-cell embryos on Day 3 and presence of morulae on Day 3 were also included. In validation, the model had moderate discriminative capacity (c-statistic 0.68, 95% confidence interval: 0.63-0.73) but calibrated well, with a range from 0.01 to 0.56 in calculated probabilities.
Introduction
Since the introduction of IVF in 1978, over 3.75 million babies have been born worldwide using IVF (ESHRE, 2010) . IVF is currently one of the most widely used interventions for infertility. In 2007, 376 971 treatment cycles were reported in 18 European countries, 142 435 cycles in the USA and 56 817 cycles in Australia and New Zealand (CDC, 2007; AIHW, 2007; de Mouzon et al., 2012) .
IVF is considered as a last resort for all infertile couples regardless of the aetiology of their infertility (NVOG, 1998; NICE, 2004; ESHRE, 2008) . In contrast to patients' perceptions, IVF does not guarantee success; almost 50% of couples that start IVF will remain childless, even if they undergo multiple IVF cycles (Moragianni and Penzias, 2010) . Given this limited success, it seems logical to offer IVF only to couples with reasonable chances of success and to discontinue treatment when the chances are low and no longer outweigh the burden and costs.
To improve counselling, patient selection and clinical decision-making in IVF, a number of prediction models have been developed in the past (Leushuis et al., 2009) . Several models are of limited use as they were developed before current clinical and laboratory protocols were established (Hughes et al., 1989; Nayudu et al., 1989; Haan et al., 1991; Bouckaert et al., 1994; Stolwijk et al., 1996; Templeton et al., 1996; Commenges-Ducos et al., 1998; Minaretzis et al., 1998; Bancsi et al., 2000; Hunault et al., 2002; Carrera-Rotllan et al., 2007) . Most models do not include the transfer of frozen -thawed embryos, an essential component of modern-day IVF (Hughes et al., 1989; Nayudu et al., 1989; Haan et al., 1991; Bouckaert et al., 1994; Stolwijk et al., 1996; Templeton et al., 1996; Commenges-Ducos et al., 1998; Minaretzis et al., 1998; Bancsi et al., 2000; Stolwijk et al., 2000; Hunault et al., 2002; Ferlitsch et al., 2004; Carrera-Rotllan et al., 2007; Lintsen et al., 2007; Ottosen et al., 2007; Verberg et al., 2007; van Weert et al., 2008; Nelson and Lawlor, 2011) . In Europe alone, almost 86 059 frozen -thawed transfers were performed in 2006 resulting in 10 382 pregnancies-constituting 15% of all pregnancies achieved in that year (de Mouzon et al., 2010) . A number of models calculate pregnancy chances only for the first IVF cycle, while others calculate pregnancy chances after one failed IVF cycle only (Stolwijk et al., 1996; Banerjee et al., 2010) . This limits their practical use because the average pregnancy rate is 29% per cycle, and thus in over 70% of the couples, a decision has to be made whether or not to continue IVF (de Mouzon et al., 2010) . We therefore set out to develop a model that would calculate pregnancy chances prior to the start of the first IVF cycle as well as after one or more failed cycles. The model is based on empirical data systematically collected in consecutive IVF patients.
Materials and Methods

Patients
We collected data in a historical cohort of couples that had been treated with IVF or ICSI between January 2001 and July 2009 in the Centre for Reproductive Medicine of the Academic Medical Centre, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. This will be referred to as the development set.
All couples in our cohort had been trying to conceive for at least 12 months. They had undergone a basic fertility workup according to the guidelines of the Dutch Society of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (NVOG et al., 2004) . The indication to start IVF or ICSI treatment was determined according to the Dutch IVF guideline (NVOG, 1998) . If subfertility was caused by tubal pathology, such as two-sided tubal blockage and severe endometriosis, or severe oligozoospermia (post-wash total motile sperm count ,3 million), IVF/ICSI was offered directly (Repping et al., 2002) . In the case of one-sided tubal pathology, minimal endometriosis, cervical hostility, mild male oligozoospermia and unexplained subfertility, at least six intrauterine inseminations were performed before IVF/ICSI was offered. In the case of ovulation disorders, mainly caused by polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), 12 cycles of ovulation induction were applied before IVF/ICSI was offered.
No medical ethical approval for this research was needed. Data on clinical diagnoses, IVF protocol and response, and laboratory data on embryo morphology and growth, as well as treatment outcomes for all IVF/ICSI cycles were retrieved from our clinical databases and medical records. Included in the analyses were data on stimulated IVF/ICSI cycles and also from frozen-thawed embryo transfers from these stimulated cycles. We excluded IVF/ICSI cycles that involved oocyte or embryo donation, cycles that used surgically retrieved spermatozoa, cycles from human immunodeficiency virus-positive patients, cycles that involved a modified natural cycle and cycles cancelled due to poor ovarian stimulation, ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome or other unexpected medical or non-medical reasons (Pelinck et al., 2005) . Women underwent controlled ovarian hyperstimulation after down-regulation with the GnRH agonist triptorelin (Decapeptyl w ) in a long protocol with a midluteal start. Controlled ovarian hyperstimulation was started on cycle Day 5 with recombinant FSH or HMG in daily doses ranging from 75 to 450 IU depending on the antral follicle count. Follicular maturation was induced by 10 000 IU hCG (Pregnyl, Organon). Cumulus-oocyte complexes were recovered by transvaginal ultrasound-guided follicle aspiration 36 h later. Oocytes were inseminated with 10 000 or 15 000 progressively motile spermatozoa (IVF) or injected with a single spermatozoon (ICSI) 2 -4 h after follicle aspiration. Embryos were cultured in Human Tubal Fluid (HTF, Cambrex) or G5 medium (Vitrolife) at 378C and 5% CO 2 in air. Embryo transfer was performed mostly 72 h, and occasionally 96 h, after follicle aspiration with a Wallace catheter (Smiths Medical). Supernumerary embryos of good quality were frozen on Day 4 after follicle aspiration using a slow-freeze protocol. The luteal phase was supported by intravaginal progesterone 200 mg (Utrogestan) two times per day. A hCG blood test was performed 18 days after oocyte retrieval.
Embryos were cultured individually. On each day of development, the number of blastomeres was assessed and each embryo was given a morphological score. For the morphological score, the degree of fragmentation of the embryo and the uniformity of the blastomeres were assessed (Puissant et al., 1987) . Based on the degree of fragmentation, embryos were scored as 1 (no fragments), 2 (,20% fragmentation), 3 (20-50% fragmentation) or 4 (.50% fragmentation). If the blastomeres of the embryo were non-uniform in size, the morphological score was reduced by one point, with 4 being the lowest possible score. If on Day 3, the embryo showed signs of compaction, the embryo was scored as a morula and given a grade based on the degree of compaction (score 1: full compaction, score 2: .0-20% compaction and score 3: ,20% compaction).
Outcome
The outcome of interest was an ongoing pregnancy after transfer of fresh or frozen -thawed embryos from the same stimulated IVF cycle. Ongoing pregnancy was defined as the presence of fetal cardiac activity at transvaginal ultrasound at a gestational age of at least 11 weeks.
Data analysis
We first analysed our data with generalized estimating equations (GEE) and afterward with logistic regression. The point estimates and confidence intervals (CI) after analysis with GEE were almost identical to those of logistic regression. As logistic models are easier to interpret and the point estimates did not differ, we decide to use a multivariable logistic regression to develop a model.
A model was developed to calculate the probability of pregnancy after IVF, including fresh and frozen -thawed embryo transfers from the same cycle. We identified a number of candidate predictors based on a recent systematic review and meta-analysis and on different cohort studies on predictive factors in IVF, reported elsewhere (Templeton et al., 1996; Holte et al., 2007; Lintsen et al., 2007; van Loendersloot et al., 2010) (Greenland and Finkle, 1995) . For this reason, we first performed an analysis with missingness indicators and then completed missing values by multiple imputation using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (version 18.0) (Greenland and Finkle, 1995) . This method uses all available data to impute the missing values based on the correlation between each variable with missing values and all other variables. If candidate predictors had 25% or more missing values, they were excluded from the analyses.
We first checked the linearity of the association between the continuous variables female age, male age, duration of subfertility, basal FSH, initial FSH dose, number of embryos and the logit transformed probability of an ongoing pregnancy using restricted cubic spline functions in univariable logistic regression. We performed similar preliminary analyses for the number of blastomeres, morphological score and embryo implantation. The analysis demonstrated a non-linear association between the continuous variables female age, male age, duration of subfertility, basal FSH, initial FSH dose, number of embryos and ongoing pregnancy after IVF. We therefore transformed all variables to better fit the data. Age was transformed using a polynomial: Age + Age 2 + Age 3 . The duration of subfertility was capped at 5 years. Basal FSH was capped at the bottom with values below 10 U/l set at 10 U/l. Initial dose FSH was similarly capped with values above 300 IU coded as 300 IU. The number of embryos was capped at 10 embryos. All embryo morphological scores could adequately be described using linear functions. The number of blastomeres on Day 2 was recoded as the absolute value of the deviation from 4. The number of blastomeres on Day 3 was recoded as the absolute value of the deviation from 8. For each candidate predictor, we performed a univariable logistic regression analysis and estimated the corresponding unconditional odds ratio, 95% CI, and P-value.
Since we wanted to obtain a model that would rely, as much as possible, on parsimonious data collection, we used a blockwise model building strategy. We started with data available before the initiation of IVF. We were only prepared to add data from previous failed cycles and laboratory parameters if they sufficiently contributed to model fit. We therefore started our model building with the patient characteristics. All features that were associated with ongoing pregnancy were entered in a multivariable logistic regression analysis. For reasons of parsimony, we removed variables from the model if their removal did not significantly reduce model fit, using the generalized likelihood ratio test statistics.
In the next step, we considered embryo characteristics and used a strategy similar to that employed for the patient characteristics, first adding all embryo characteristics associated with ongoing pregnancy and then removing redundant embryo characteristics one by one, based on the generalized likelihood ratio test statistic. In a third and final step, we used a similar approach for the IVF stimulation parameters.
We explicitly tested whether a model with different point estimates for each parameter depending on the cycle number had a better fit than a simpler model using cycle number as a parameter and similar point estimates, regardless of the cycle number, for each parameter. If both models showed similar results, we continued using the simpler model.
As the capacity of a variable to predict ongoing pregnancy may vary in a series of IVF cycles, we explicitly tested statistically for interactions between included predictors and IVF cycle number. In deciding between competing expressions of related parameters, we used Akaike's information criterion in variable selection.
To prevent overfitting and to avoid a too optimistic impression of model performance, a linear shrinkage factor was estimated based on model fit and the number of parameters (Steyerberg, 2009) . Coefficients in the model were then corrected by this shrinkage factor.
Performance
The performance of the model was first evaluated by assessing the ability of the model to distinguish between women who achieved ongoing pregnancy and those who did not (discrimination). We calculated the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, also known as the c-statistic.
To evaluate agreement between calculated probabilities of an IVF pregnancy and observed proportions of achieving a pregnancy, we performed the Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test statistic. In addition, we compared the average calculated probabilities of an ongoing pregnancy in disjoint subgroups defined by quintiles with the observed ongoing pregnancy rate in the corresponding groups in a calibration plot.
To evaluate any miscalibration, we also fitted a calibration model using logistic regression, with the linear combination of variables in the prediction model as the only variable (Steyerberg et al., 2001; Steyerberg, 2009 ).
External validation
A prediction model may not perform as well in new patients as in the development set (Steyerberg, 2009 ). We performed an external, temporal validation using more recent data, collected at the same clinic after the data used for the development of the model (Steyerberg, 2009) . We validated our model on data of all couples who had been treated with IVF/ICSI from August 2009 to April 2011 in the Centre for Reproductive Medicine of the Academic Medical Centre, The Netherlands.
Updating the model
To obtain a model with better precision and stronger validity, we updated the coefficients in the final model after the external validation by re-calibration (Karp et al., 2004; Toll et al., 2008) .
Results
We could include data from 1326 couples who had undergone 2621 cycles; of which, 1421 were first IVF cycles, 729 were second IVF cycles, 339 were third IVF cycles and 132 were fourth up to eighth cycles. Two thousand one hundred and ninety-six fresh embryo transfers were conducted 72 h after oocyte retrieval, 202 fresh embryo transfers were conducted 96 h after oocyte retrieval and in 223 cycles, there was no suitable embryo for transfer. There was a total of 903 frozen-thawed cycles, 549 after the first IVF cycle, 229 after the second IVF cycle, 104 after the third IVF cycle and 21 after fourth to eighth IVF cycles. There were 570 ongoing pregnancies from fresh transfers and 82 ongoing pregnancies from frozen -thawed embryo transfer, yielding a total of 652 ongoing pregnancies (24.9% per cycle). The baseline characteristics of the couples are summarized in Table I .
Two variables had missing values, i.e. duration of subfertility (,0.001% missing) and basal FSH (18% missing). The missingness indicator variables were not significant in the analysis described below.
Univariable analysis confirmed that younger women, younger men, couples with a shorter duration of subfertility, with secondary subfertility instead of primary subfertility, those having achieved a previous ongoing pregnancy, those with a lower basal FSH, a diagnosis of male subfertility, a diagnosis of PCOS, lower initial dose of FSH, more oocytes, more embryos, more morulae on Day 3 and more frozen embryos had significantly higher chances of an ongoing pregnancy with IVF. A diagnosis of diminished ovarian reserve, a diagnosis of endometriosis and more A model for predicting success in any IVF/ICSI cycle failed IVF cycles were significantly associated with lower chances of an ongoing pregnancy. Thirteen predictors were included in the final multivariable logistic regression model. These were the following patient characteristics: female age, duration of subfertility, previous ongoing pregnancy, male subfertility, diminished ovarian reserve, endometriosis, basal FSH and number of failed IVF cycles. We added an interaction term for female age and male subfertility, and one for diminished ovarian reserve and endometriosis. For the calculation of pregnancy chances after the first cycle, we added the following embryo features from the previous cycle (if any) to the patient characteristics: fertilization, number of embryos, mean morphological score per day 3 embryo, presence of 8-cell embryos on Day 3 and presence of morulae on Day 3 (Table II) .
There was no significant additional effect of IVF cycle number, nor were there any significant interactions between the identified predictors and cycle number. For this reason, we used the same point estimates for all predictors and included cycle number as a predictor (Supplementary data, Table SI ).
The calculated probabilities of an ongoing pregnancy for the 1326 couples in the development set had a wide range: from 0.00 to 0.72, with a mean of 0.25 (Fig. 1) . Twenty-five per cent of the cycles had a probability of a pregnancy of ,0.17, 25% had a probability between 0.18 and 0.26, 25% a probability between 0.27 and 0.32 and 25% had a probability exceeding 0.33. Four hypothetical cases and the corresponding probabilities are shown as an example in Table III. The model had moderate discriminative capacity in the development set. The c-statistic was 0.68 (95% CI: 0.65 -0.70). In the development set, the model calibrated well; the goodness-of-fit test (Hosmer -Lemeshow) showed no significant miscalibration (P ¼ 0.41). Figure 2 shows the calibration plot. In the case of perfect calibration, all points would be on the diagonal, the line of equality and average probabilities correspond perfectly to the observed pregnancy rates. Our calibration plot showed that the model calibrated well (Fig. 2) . In the calibration model, the estimated intercept was 0.10 (95% CI: 20.10 to 0.29) and the slope 1.10 (95% CI: 0.92 -1.27). This intercept reflects the extent to which predictions are systematically too low or too high, i.e. 'calibration-in-the-large'. Ideally, the intercept is zero and the slope unity.
The validation was performed on data from 440 couples undergoing 515 cycles of IVF. Baseline characteristics are summarized in Table I in the validation set ranged from 0.01 to 0.56, with a mean of 0.22, indicative of a population with more cycles with intermediate and poor prognosis compared with the cycles in the development set (Fig. 1) .
The discriminative capacity was similar to that in the development set, with a c-statistic of 0.68 (95% CI: 0.63 -0.73). The model calibrated well for the first three quintiles, with calculated probabilities in the range from 0.0 to 0.56. The model somewhat underestimated the actual rate in the fourth quintile (calculated probability in the range from 0.26 to 0.32) and overestimated it in the fifth quintile (calculated probability ≥0.32). Calibration is summarized in Fig. 2 . The slope of the linear predictor (calibration slope) was 0 . 85 (95% CI: 0.53-1.17), indicating that the calculated probabilities were slightly optimistic: low ones are too low and high ones are somewhat thigh. The calibration intercept was 20.16 (95% CI: 20.59 to 0.28).
The updated final model is summarized in Table II .
Discussion
We developed a prediction model to calculate pregnancy chances during the whole IVF process, both for the first cycle as well as after one or more failed cycles, and taking both fresh embryo transfer and frozen-thawed embryo transfers into account. The model was developed using a careful blockwise building strategy with data systematically collected in consecutive IVF patients. The resulting model produced a range of calculated probabilities that were well calibrated, both in the development set and in a separate validation set, which contained data that had not been used for model construction. We used data for the development of the model that were collected during a period of 8 years. Changes in indications for IVF and IVF practice could have affected the influence of predictive factors over time, but validation in a more recent patient cohort showed similar discrimination and good calibration, compared with the development set.
Live birth as the main outcome for our model would have been ideal. Unfortunately, we did not have these data for all the included cycles. Since only 1-2% of all ongoing pregnancies result in late miscarriage or stillbirth, we do not expect that our model would fundamentally change and we therefore feel that ongoing pregnancy rate is the second most appropriate outcome (Regan and Rai, 2000) .
As we used data from a single centre only, the generalizability of the model to other clinics has to be evaluated more extensively in future studies (geographical validation). Centres with higher or lower success rates could use the model after recalibration, by adjusting the intercept to reflect the IVF success rates in their centre (Steyerberg et al., 2004) . Such periodic reassessment may also be beneficial within centres, to ensure that calibration is maintained. We have not yet evaluated the impact of the model in counselling individual couples, which is also a topic for additional research.
As is the case for other fertility prediction models, discrimination was less than perfect for our model, expressed by the c-statistic (0.68), but the calibration data showed that the model distinguishes well between couples with a poor, moderate and good prognosis in successive IVF cycles. We feel these data on calibration are more relevant for decisionmaking than discrimination statistics in the assessment of any fertility prediction model. Couples undergoing infertility treatment are not concerned about their chances relative to other couples-which is expressed by discrimination-but worry more about their chances of getting pregnant themselves, which is expressed more adequately by calibration (Steures et al., 2004; Coppus et al., 2009 ). The calibration was somewhat less optimal in the last two quintiles in the validation set. Couples in the corresponding subgroups have a good prognosis, and can be clearly distinguished from couples with a moderate or poor prognosis. We therefore think that this suboptimal calibration has no real practical relevance as couples with a good prognosis will continue treatment, despite a slightly higher or lower probability.
Since the birth of Louise Brown in 1978, the number of IVF cycles has increased rapidly: in the UK, there were 6650 cycles in 1991 and 57 652 cycles in 2010 (HFEA, 2007; HFEA Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority, 2010 ). This increase is not caused by a sudden epidemic of infertility but by increased access to IVF and by expansion of the indications for IVF. At first, IVF was only initiated in couples with bilateral tubal occlusion while later on IVF was also initiated in couples with unexplained subfertility, male subfertility, cervical factor, failed ovulation induction, endometriosis or unilateral tubal pathology (Hull et al., 1985; Hamberger et al., 1998; National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2004) . The major difference between the original indication and the indications for which IVF is conducted nowadays is that the couples with bilateral tubal pathology have a zero chance of natural conception and completely depend on IVF for getting pregnant, whilst couples with the newer indications are subfertile and do have chances of natural conception, which may or may not be better than with IVF. For them, these chances have to be balanced against those with IVF. As IVF can be stressful both physically and emotionally and is not without health risks, subfertile couples should thus be well informed about the chances for success with IVF before each cycle. Unfortunately, at this point, there are no randomized controlled trials comparing IVF with natural conception. Thus, the only way to counsel couples properly is by model-based prognosis.
In the current financial climate, healthcare systems all over the world face dramatic budgets cuts. In the USA alone, these cuts in healthcare cost are expected to amount to 100 billion US dollars, the National Healthcare System in the UK has to reduce its budget by 20 billion pounds and in the Netherlands, these costs reductions are calculated around 5 billion euros (Campbell and Meikle, 2011; Meeus and Stokmans, 2012; Rappeport, 2012) . With these decreases in funding, the IVF budget will inevitably be cut as well. Every fertility specialist should be encouraged to control IVF costs by selecting only those couples for IVF that have a reasonable chance of success that outweighs the burden and health risks of the treatment. At this point, the only way to select couples for IVF is by model-based prognosis. Our model enables an individualized calculation of the chances of ongoing pregnancy with IVF. Based on a couple's specific probability, one can decide whether the chances of an ongoing pregnancy with IVF justify the burden, risks and costs of the treatment.
The use of prediction models in deciding whether couples should receive fertility treatment out of public funding is not new. In The Netherlands and New Zealand, prediction models are used to decide which couples would truly benefit from fertility treatment (i.e. fertility treatment would indeed increases their chance of conception compared with natural conception) and which couples will not benefit (Farquhar et al., 2011) . Before implementing our model in clinical practice, the threshold at which probability to start or to continue treatment should be determined, as this may differ between different stakeholders. To achieve optimal implementation of the model, as shown by a previous implementation study, adequate patient information material should be developed, the organization of regular fertility meetings is necessary, the development of local protocols needs to be further stimulated and the knowledge and communication skills of professionals ought to be improved (van den Boogaard et al., 2012) .
We believe that the IVF model presented here is the first to calculate the chances of an ongoing pregnancy with IVF, both for the first cycle and after any number of failed cycles. Incorporating the model in counselling couples who are considering IVF may strengthen the evidence-based, individualized decision-making and a rational use of scarce resources.
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